
Paramount WorkPlace Announces Silver Sponsorship  

at Sage Intacct Advantage 2018

Detroit, MI – September 24, 2018 - Paramount WorkPlace, a leading software developer and provider 

of cloud-based and mobile spend management software solutions, will be demonstrating its tight 

integration with Sage Intacct as a proud Silver Sponsor during the Sage Intacct Advantage 2018 event, to 

be held October 22-26, 2018 in Nashville, TN.

Salim Khalife, President and CEO of Paramount WorkPlace, said, “We’re proud to sponsor the 

upcoming Sage Intacct Advantage event. Our partnership with Sage Intacct was designed to enhance 

the strengths of both products for the benefit of our mutual customers, providing them with a 
comprehensive spend management solution tightly integrated with a world-class Cloud ERP solution. We 

look forward to meeting with customers, partners, and prospects in Nashville to demonstrate the full 

power of our partnership.”

“We support a best in class approach that enables users to extend Sage Intacct by utilizing 

complementary business applications that best fit the requirements of their organization,” said 
Chris Rose, Vice President of Business Development at Sage Intacct. “The Sage Intacct Marketplace 

is comprised of a broad array of pre-integrated solutions that collectively provide one of the best 

ecosystems in the industry. Many of these solutions will be showcased at Sage Intacct Advantage 2018. 

We’re excited to have Paramount WorkPlace as a Silver sponsor while demonstrating the unique benefits 
that this partnership offers our joint customers.”

Paramount WorkPlace is available as either a standalone solution or as an ERP-integrated requisition, 
procurement, expense management, and AP automation solution. Users can now further leverage the 

power of Sage Intacct by adding enterprise-level functionalities that include:

• Sophisticated B2B PunchOut capabilities

• Advanced OCR capabilities for PO invoice matching, as well as non-PO invoices

• The most powerful approval rule engine in the market, allowing users to route by dimension 

within the transaction line level

• Automated purchasing accrual accounting

• Intuitive mobile app to shop internal catalogs, submit, and approve requisitions and expenses 
anytime, anywhere

• Advanced financial integration to Sage Intacct Dimension level budgets
Janet Martin, Senior Account Executive at Paramount WorkPlace, said, “The advanced financial 

integration was developed with full integration to GL accounts and standard Sage Intacct dimensions 

to provide powerful budget enforcement. Users can streamline entry and ensure accuracy through 

automatic user-tailored defaulting and restrictions. Plus they will benefit from line level cost allocation to 
GL accounts, Department, Location, Project, Customer, Vendor, Employee, Item, and Class. They will also 
have immediate budget-to-actual validation and visibility during data entry.” 
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Paramount WorkPlace to showcase its spend management solution’s deep integration with Sage Intacct at the 
publisher’s annual partner and user conference.
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“When we began collaborating with the Sage Intacct team in 2016, we zeroed in on key areas 

where our solution could help users gain deeper value from Sage Intacct’s cloud financial management 
solutions,” said Khensa Bangert, VP of Marketing and Business Development for Paramount WorkPlace. 

“These direct meetings helped us identify strategic integration points between our two solutions — areas 

where we can bring enterprise-level procurement and spend management capabilities to users. The 

result is a powerful, seamless, out-of-the-box integration that allows users to work more strategically 

and achieve more with less effort and time. Just in the last 18 months, this unique value has attracted 
organizations in the IT and Security, Entertainment, Oil & Drilling, Professional Services, and Non-Profit 
industries.”

###

About Paramount WorkPlace

Paramount WorkPlace develops, sells, and supports advanced web-based and mobile requisition, 

procurement, and expense software solutions for mid-market and enterprise organizations. With over 

131,000 worldwide users, Paramount WorkPlace cloud-based and on-premise solutions are trusted by 

global, national, and local brands for their powerful capabilities, intuitive features, and the option for a 

stand-alone and integrated extension of Sage Intacct and many major ERPs. Learn more at  
www.paramountworkplace.com.
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